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to difficulties in obtaining grammar patterns and
phrases in Chinese sentences.
There are still many problems with existing
Chinese parsers. To extract Chinese patterns and
phrases more accurately, we utilize an English
sentence parser which is much more mature than
Chinese parsing technology to parse English
sentences and extract English patterns and
phrases. We also utilize some statistical methods
to estimate translation probability of word pairs
using bilingual corpora. Then, we extract Chinese
patterns and phrases more accurately by finding
counterparts of English patterns and phrases with
statistical results from bilingual corpora.
We present a system that returns bilingual verb
patterns and phrases of a bilingual sentence pair.
Our system identifies phrases in sentences by
using the pattern table and translation probability
model created in advance. The pattern table
created by parsing English sentences and
calculating counterparts in bilingual parallel
corpus with word alignment. The translation
probability model is created by the alignment
probability of each English and Chinese word pair
with consideration of not only the word itself but
also related words.
At the runtime, our system starts with an
English-Chinese bilingual sentence pair submitted
by the user. The system parses the English
sentence and extracts English patterns and
phrases, and retrieves the counterpart of the
pattern from the table created in advance to be
Chinese pattern. Then, the system extracts the
counterpart of words in the English phrase by the
probability model created in advance. Finally, The
system combines the Chinese pattern and the
counterpart of words in the English phrase to form
a Chinese phrase.
The system can assist language learning or be
used to generate training data for machine

Abstract
This paper presents a method for
automatically
identifying
bilingual
grammar patterns and extracting bilingual
phrase instances from a given EnglishChinese sentence pair. In our approach,
the English-Chinese sentence pair is
parsed to identify English grammar
patterns and Chinese counterparts. The
method involves generating translations of
each English grammar pattern and
calculating translation probability of
words from a word-aligned parallel
corpora. The results allow us to extract the
most probable English-Chinese phrase
pairs in the sentence pair. We present a
prototype system that applies the method
to extract grammar patterns and phrases in
parallel sentences. An evaluation on
randomly selected examples from a
dictionary shows that our approach has
reasonably good performance. We use
human judge to assess the bilingual
phrases generated by our approach. The
results have potential to assist language
learning and machine translation research.
Keywords: Pattern Grammar, Phrase Translation,
Word Alignment
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Introduction

Verb phrases are prominent components of any
sentence. If we can correctly extract EnglishChinese bilingual grammar patterns and phrases
in a bilingual sentence pair, it will be helpful for
English and Chinese language learners and
machine translation systems. These results can be
used to demonstrate the synchronous structure of
parallel sentences. However, Chinese sentence
parsing technology is still immature, which leads
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translation research, especially research related to
phrases. The rest of the article is organized as
follows. We review the related work in the next
section. Then we present our method for
automatically identifying bilingual phrases from a
bilingual sentence pair in section 3. The
experiment and an evaluation based on human
judgment are described in Section 4. Finally, we
summarize our conclusions in Section 5.

to ȸӛ ჸ ൔਢȹ ) ,to tally translations and
counts. Chen et al. (2020) focus on the translation
of noun prepositional collocations. Using
statistical methods to extract translations of nouns
and prepositions from bilingual parallel corpora
with sentence alignment, and then adjust the
translations with additional information of
Chinese collocations extracted from a Chinese
corpus.

2

3

Related Work

Machine Translation is a time-honored and yet
active research area. Shifting from the rule-based
approach toward data-intensive approach after the
seminal paper by Brown et al.,1990, an increasing
number of bilingual corpora have made statistical
machine translation more and more feasible. In
our work we address an aspect of machine
translation is not a direct focus of Brown et al.
(1990). We also consider on more general
linguistic class of units in translation where the
translation may not be litateral and may need a
presentation that reflects the similarity and
differences between two languages involved, and
the user might be interested in multiple ways
(structures) of translating a phrase (e.g., consider
the phrase “harmful to the ocean” and its
translation).
More recent researches concentrate on learning
word translation and extracting bilingual word
translation pairs from bilingual corpus, and then
calculate the degree of mutual relationship
between word pairs in parallel sentences, thereby
deriving the precise translation (Catizone et al.
(1989); Brown et al. (1990); Gale and Church
(1991); Wu and Xia (1994); Fung (1995);
Melamed (1995); Moore (2001)).
In our system, we focus on identifying patterns
and phrases by a patterns table and a word
translation model which are created using
statistical methods in bilingual corpora with word
alignment.
In the area of phrase alignment, Ko (2006)
proposed a method for verb phrase translation.
For specific verb fragments (e.g. make a report to
police), automatic alignment is applied to
calculate the collocation relationship across two
language (e.g. when make and report appear
together, report often corresponds to ȸൔਢȹ),
then word and phrase correspondences are
generated (e.g. make a report to police correspond

Methodology

We attempt to identify bilingual grammar patterns
and phrases in an English-Chinese sentence pair
using a lexical translation model and bilingual
grammar patterns. Our identification process is
shown in Figure 1.
(1) Create Bilingual Grammar Patterns and Phrases
Table (section 3.1)
(2) Create Word Translation Probability Model
(section 3.2)
(3) System Runtime - Extracting Pattern Grammar
and Phrases in Sentence Pair (section 3.3)

Figure 1. Identification process
3.1

Creating Bilingual Grammar Patterns
and Phrases Table
In the first stage of the identification process
(Step (1) in Figure 1), we extract Chinese
grammar patterns for each English grammar
pattern. For example, the verb “use” has a
grammar pattern “use n to inf”, our goal is to
extract Chinese counterparts such as ȸ٬Ҕ n ٰ
vȹ and ȸ٬Ҕ n ѐ vȹ for ȸuse n to infȹ.
The input to this stage is English-Chinese
sentence pairs in a word-aligned bilingual parallel
corpus. We parse each English sentence into a tree
structure to reveal the dependency of words in the
sentence and use a recursive approach to extract
the grammar pattern and the phrase for each verb
in the sentence. Then, we extract Chinese
counterparts of the English grammar pattern in the
Chinese sentence according to the word
alignment, and convert them into Chinese
grammar patterns according to the English word
in English pattern each Chinese word corresponds
to.
For example, for the sentence pair ȸWe use
computers to solve the problem. ȹ and ȹॺך
٬ Ҕ ႝ တ ٰ ှ ، ୢ ᚒ ȹ, we extract the
English grammar pattern ȸuse n to infȹ and
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English phrase ȸuse computer to solve problemȹ
for the verb ȸuseȹ. Then, we extract the
Chinese counterparts ȸ٬Ҕ ႝတ ٰ ှ، ୢᚒȹ
and convert it into Chinese pattern ȸ٬Ҕ n ٰ vȹ
with converting ȸ ႝ တ ȹ into ȸnȹ and
converting ȸှ، ୢᚒȹ into ȸvȹ according
to their correspondence to English phrase and
pattern.
For each English grammar pattern, we compute
the frequency of Chinese patterns, and filter
patterns with high frequency. Then, we sort the
patterns by counts and by pattern length as shown
in table 1.

represent how likely they are to translate to each
other.
For example, we calculate the probability of
word pair (ፕ, discussion) with consideration of
the words related to ȸdiscussionȹ such as
ȸdiscussȹ and ȸtalkȹ and give them weight.
Some words we consider for the pair (
ፕ,discussion) are shown in Table 2. After
multiplying the probability by their weight and
summing up these weighted probabilities, we
finally get a adjusted probability 0.62 to represent
the probability of ȸፕȹ as a translation of
ȸdiscussionȹ.

English
Chinese
Count
Rank
Grammar
Grammar
Pattern
Pattern
use n to inf
180
1
٬Ҕ n ٰ v
use n to inf
157
2
Ҕnٰv
use n to inf
70
3
ճҔ n ٰ v
use n to inf
41
4
Ҕnѐv
use n to inf
287
5
٬Ҕ n v
use n to inf
186
6
Ҕnv
Table 1. Chinese grammar pattern for English pattern
“use n to inf”, ranked based on frequency count and
pattern lengths. Note that the English are based on a
pre-determined templates and the Chinese patterns are
automatically derived through word alignment.

word
probability
Weight
discussing
0.29
1
discussed
0.24
1
talk
0.03
0.5
Table 2. Word forms related the pair (ፕ,discussion)
and weights according to morphology and synonyms

Note that because there are many errors in
automatic word alignment, we only consider
words with original alignment probability more
than 0.01. This approach makes the adjusted
probabilities of most word pairs with unrelated
meanings will be zero. For example, the word pair
(ȸдȹ,ȹyouȹ) has zero probability as shown
in Table 4.
Beside creating the translation probability
model, for each English word, we also filter some
Chinese words with high translation probability to
it to be its translations. Translations of some
English words are shown in table 3.

The output of this stage is a table which
contains sorted Chinese patterns for each English
grammar pattern.
3.2 Creating Word Translation Probability
In the second stage of the identification process
(Step (2) in Figure 1) , we calculate lexical
translation probability for each English word and
Chinese word pair.
The input to this stage is English-Chinese
sentence pairs in a word-aligned bilingual parallel
corpus. We calculate the counts and probability of
each Chinese word aligned to each English word
in the bilingual corpus. For each English-Chinese
word pair in the bilingual corpus, we compute
weighted translation probability of the Chinese
word to the English word. We also take into
consideration the tense, synonym and derivative
words of English words. We set weight for these
English words according to their degree of
relevance to the English word in the pair. Then,
we multiply the probability by their weight and
sum up these weighted probabilities to generate
an adjusted probability for the word pair to

Word
use

Translations
ᔈҔǵճҔǵ௦ҔǵၮҔǵ٬ҔǵҔǵ
Ҕ ǵҔ
discuss ፕǵǵǵፕॊǵፋ
mate
ՔߧǵҬଛǵ໗϶ǵམᔞǵଛଽǵუ
Քǵεୋ
Table 3. Translations of some English words

The output of this stage is a model which gives
adjusted estimation of lexical translation
probability of English and Chinese words in the
bilingual corpus, and translations of each English
word. A sample of the translation probability
model is shown in table 4.
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If there are not any Chinese words that have
non-zero translation probability to w, we consider
their similarity to the translations of w selected in
advance by using word embedding. For each
word c in the Chinese sentence, we multiply its
similarity to each translation c_pre of w by the
weighted translation probability of c_pre to w and
3.3 System Runtime - Extracting Pattern
sum up to be the new probability of c. Then, we
Grammar and Phrases in Sentence Pair
choose the one with the highest new probability to
Once the bilingual grammar pattern table and
be the counterpart of w.
weighted word translation probability model are
In the final step (Step (3) in Figure 2), we
created, our system then evaluates a given
consider the sorted Chinese grammar patterns of
sentence pair using the procedure in Figure 2.
the English grammar pattern extracted in Step (1)
(1) Extract English Pattern Grammar and Phrase in
according to the table created in advance
English Sentence
(described in Section 3.1) and the counterparts of
(2) Find Suitable Counterparts for Words in English
words in the English phrase selected in Step (2).
Phrase
We check each Chinese pattern in order whether it
(3) Select Chinese Grammar Pattern and Compose
Chinese Phrase
is contained in the Chinese sentence and whether
Figure 2. Runtime evaluation procedure
the position of the counterpart of each word in
English phrase is reasonable. If so, we select the
The input to the system is an English-Chinese
grammar pattern to be the counterpart of the
sentence pair such as ȸPeacocks use their
English grammar pattern and combine it with the
counterpart of each word in English phrase to
beautiful tails to attract matesȹ versus ȸጷጸ Ҕ
form a Chinese phrase.
ऍ ׀ ޑЃ ٰ ֎Ї ଛଽȹ.
For example, the Chinese pattern ȸҔ n ٰ vȹ
In the first step (Step (1) in Figure 2), we parse
is contained in sentence ȸጷጸ Ҕ ऍ ׀ ޑЃ
the English sentence and extract the grammar
pattern and phrase as described in section 3.1. For
ٰ ֎Ї ଛଽȹ and the most suitable counterpart
example, the pattern grammar “use n to inf” and
of ȸtailȹ, ȸattractȹ and ȸmateȹ in the
the phrase “use tail to attract mate” will be
phrase ȸuse tail to attract mateȹ are ȸ׀Ѓȹ, ȹ
extracted from ȸPeacocks use their beautiful tails
֎ Ї ȹ and ȹ ଛ ଽ ȹ and the position of
to attract mates”.
counterparts is reasonable. We combine pattern
In the second step (Step (2) in Figure 2), for
ȸҔ n ٰ vȹ and words ȸ׀Ѓȹ, ȹ֎Їȹ
each word in the English phrase except those in
and ȹଛଽȹ to form the phrase ȸҔ ׀Ѓ ٰ
the grammar pattern, we find its suitable
֎Ї ଛଽȹ.
counterpart in the Chinese sentence using the
For a verb in the pattern such as the ȸvȹ in
weighted word translation probability model
the ȸ Ҕ n ٰ vȹ, we also consider its own
described in Section 3.2. For each English word w
in English phrase, if there are some words in
bilingual pattern to find its counterparts instead of
Chinese sentence that have non-zero translation
only by translation probabilities of its words. For
probability to w, we choose the one with the
example, in the sentence pair ȸshe want to send
highest probability to be the counterpart of w.
her son to the schoolȹ versus ȹӴ གྷ ٽ עη
For example, in the sentence pair ȸPeacocks
ଌ  ډ೭  ܌Ꮲ ਠ ȹ, there is English pattern
use their beautiful tails to attract matesȹ versus
ȸwant to infȹ with Chinese pattern ȸགྷ vȹ
ȸጷጸ Ҕ ऍ ׀ ޑЃ ٰ ֎Ї ଛଽȹ, for
for verb ȸwantȹ, and English pattern ȸsend n1
word ȸtailȹ in phrase ȸuse tail to attract
to n2ȹ with Chinese pattern ȸ עn1 ଌ ډn2ȹ
matesȹ, we consider the weighted translation
for verb ȸsendȹ. By replacing the ȸinfȹ in
probabilities of word pairs (ȸጷጸȹ,ȸtailȹ),
ȸwant to infȹ by ȸsend n1 to n2ȹ and
(ȸҔȹ,ȸtailȹ), (ȸऍȹ,ȸtailȹ), ..., (ȸଛ
replacing the ȸvȹ in ȸགྷ vȹ by ȸ עn1 ଌډ
ଽȹ,ȸtailȹ). Because the word pair (ȸ׀Ѓȹ,ȹ n2ȹ, the bilingual pattern pair ȸwant to send n1
tailȹ) has highest probability, we select ȸ׀Ѓȹ to n2ȹ versus ȸགྷ  עn1 ଌ ډn2ȹ is generated
to be the counterpart of ȸtailȹ.
attract
0.51
֎Ї
product
0.79
ౢࠔ
product
0.02
ᎍ
you
0
д
Table 4. A sample of the translation probability model
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and then the bilingual phrase pair ȸwant to send
son to schoolȹ versus ȸགྷ ٽ עη ଌ ډᏢਠȹ
can be extracted from the sentence pair.
The output of the system is bilingual grammar
patterns and phrases extracted from the bilingual
sentence pair. For example, the grammar patterns
ȸuse n to infȹ versus ȸҔ n ٰ vȹ and the
phrases ȸuse tail to attract matesȹ versus ȸҔ
׀Ѓ ٰ ֎Ї ଛଽȹ are the output of the input
sentence pair ȸPeacocks use their beautiful tails
to attract matesȹ versus ȸጷጸ Ҕ ऍ ׀ ޑ
Ѓ ٰ ֎Ї ଛଽȹ.

4

Evaluation and Discussion

The purpose of our system is to allow users to
retrieve the bilingual patterns and phrases from a
bilingual sentences pair. Therefore, in this section,
we report the results of preliminary evaluations on
the extraction of bilingual patterns and phrases.
The evaluation process was conducted on a set of
bilingual sentence pairs along with their patterns
and phrases extracted.
4.1 Experimental setting
The bilingual parallel corpora we used are the
Minutes of Legislative Council of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative from the legislative
council of Hong Kong with 1,640,007 bilingual
sentence pairs, and the UM-corpus (Liang, 2014)
from university of Macau with 1,827,014
bilingual sentence pairs. We used CKIP (Ma and
Chen, 2003) which is a Chinese knowledge and
information processing system developed by
academic sinica to process Chinese word
segmentation and used fast-align (Dyer et al.,
2013) to process word alignment of bilingual
parallel sentences.
We used Spacy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) to
parse English sentences and extract patterns with
their counterparts to create a bilingual patterns
table as we described in section 3.1. Then, we
calculate and create a probability model for
bilingual word pairs as we describe in section 3.2.
Finally, we get the result by using our system to
evaluate given sentence pairs as we describe in
section 3.3.

50 valid sentences (66 verb patterns) from
examples in Cambridge dictionary and Macmillan
dictionary. The grammar patterns and phrases in
each sentence are evaluated by a linguist. Note
that the verb “be'' and the verb “have” are
excluded from our evaluation since they often
don't have a direct translation in the Chinese
sentence. In some English sentences, there are not
any verb grammar patterns with length greater
than 1. We treat such sentence pairs as invalid and
they would not be included in the 50 sentence
pairs. There are totally 66 verb patterns and
phrases with length greater than 1 in the 50
English sentences. We evaluated the correctness
of Chinese patterns and phrases of these 66 verb
patterns. Some patterns and phrases successfully
identified are shown in table 5. The overall
accuracy is 79% and the overall recall is 29%.
4.3 Discussion
The results of evaluation has high precision rate
and low recall rate. It shows that most of the
Chinese patterns and phrases identified by our
method are correct, but there are many phrases
that have not been successfully identified.
Because of the limit of the amount of data of
parallel corpora, many correct and common
patterns are not successfully extracted to put into
the pattern table, and then cannot be identified
from the sentence pairs submitted at the runtime.
It may be the main reason that causes the low
recall.
English
Pattern
fall on n

English
Phrase
fell on floor

Chinese
Pattern
ӧn

word for
n

work for
company

ࣁ n πբ

agree to
inf

agree to form
league

ӕཀ v

provide n

Chinese
Phrase
ӧӦ

ࣁ Ϧљ
πբ
ӕཀ ่ԋ
ᖄ࿉
ග ٮᏵ

provide
ග ٮn
evidence
commit
committed
ҍn
ҍ
n
crime
Table 5. Some patterns and phrases successfully
identified

Counterparts of words in an English phrase are
extracted by a probability model which is a
weighted probability model adjusted from word
alignment probability in the parallel corpora. That
means, only words which appear and have

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The output of our method are bilingual grammar
patterns and phrases of all verbs in sentence pairs.
To evaluate our approach, we randomly selected
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sufficient frequency in the parallel corpora are in
the model. Although we also design methods by
word embedding to process words which are not
in the model, they still brought a relatively high
error rate.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Many avenues exist for future research and
improvement of our system. As we mentioned in
section 4.3, lack of bilingual patterns in our table
created in advance causes that many phrases
cannot be identified. One such avenue is to design
methods to expand the amount of the patterns. For
example, we can consider collocations calculated
in the Chinese monolingual corpus which
contains a larger amount of sentences, or consider
the synonyms of the words in the pattern by using
word embedding or dictionaries like WordNet, to
generate more bilingual patterns.
In summary, we have introduced a method for
identifying patterns and phrases that allow users
to submit an English-Chinese sentence pair and
get bilingual patterns and phrases in the sentence
pair. The method involves parsing English
sentences and extracting counterparts of English
patterns and phrases by using a bilingual pattern
table and word translation probability model
created in advance. The result of the evaluations
show that our method is highly accurate.
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